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DISCOVERING

CREATION
This is a brief overview of a hugely important issue. I have not included
documentations, but they are readily available. I have tried to avoid
technical language, and believe that even grade school children can
grasp each of these points IF they are read slowly and with discussion.
By reviewing them, young and old can have confidence in reasons to
believe God’s Word.
David Niednagel

Preface
In our culture and society today, there are constant, subtle and not so subtle
references that contradict the Bible. Whether you’re at the zoo, in class, at
the museum or watching Animal Planet or the Discovery Channel, you are
faced with the idea that the earth wasn’t created by God, but is billions and
billions of years old. It’s easy to accept these seemingly subtle references and
think that science contradicts the Biblical account of creation. In fact, as
scientific discoveries are made, they support the Bible. This booklet intends
to help you understand and give you the confidence that you and your
children need to believe in and hang on to the truth of Scripture.

Introduction
In time, everyone wonders about: Who am I? Where did I come from?
Why am I here? What is the purpose of life? What happens when I die?
The answers to those questions determine everything we do, so this issue is
very important. There are two basic answers:
The Bible says everything was created by an infinitely intelligent and all
powerful God about 6000 years ago. Since everything else that has ever
been made was made for a purpose, then it is logical that if we have been
made by a Creator then we are made for a purpose too. And the purpose of
anything is defined by the Maker/Creator. Everything that happens according
to the purpose of the Maker is “good,” and everything that violates the
design and purpose of the Maker is “wrong/bad.” If we are made by God,
then our lives have meaning, and God, the Maker, determines what is right
and wrong.
“Evolution” says there is no Creator, but by chance “everything” came into
existence from “nothing” in a Big Bang about 14 billion years ago. Then by
chance, that life gradually changed and became more complex and adapted
to the environment, and that all life, all plants and animals, have come from
the first simple living cell. Since Chance and Purpose are opposites by
definition, there is no purpose or meaning in anything. It is not proper to say
something/anything “should be” better or different, or that something is
“right” or “wrong.” We are a part of a universe that knows nothing and cares
about nothing. It simply “is.”
And, because scientists teach evolution and because
Creation is taught in the Bible, this is normally viewed
as a dispute between science and religion. But that
is not correct. It is an issue of one faith system
versus another faith system. Both Creation and
Evolution are belief systems. Neither is capable
of testing by the scientific method, but from
science we can learn facts that help us understand
both systems. Note: I am making a distinction between
science and evolution. Science deals with testable
data. Evolution is a faith system.

"The Scriptures clearly state in
Genesis 2:1-3 and Exodus 20:11 that
God created the Heavens and the
Earth in Six days, and then rested
on the Seventh"

FIRST,

The Universe

What is the best explanation for the existence of the
universe? Where did matter come from? The First and Second Laws of
Thermodynamics are the most basic of all scientific laws/principles, and
scientists agree that time, matter and energy had a beginning. Matter is not
eternal and it cannot create itself. The universe is running down, and it took
an outside agent, a non-material agent to create matter. God fits that
description, but “nothing” does not. Evolutionists say that the Big Bang
resulted in the formation of matter, gas, then later stars, galaxies and
planets. But Evolution cannot explain what it was that exploded to cause
such an event. Where did the “nothing/something” come from?

They admit it is contrary to all we know from science. So, because they
cannot account for the universe by science, they now say our universe
began when another previous universe exploded. Of course they have no
answer for where the other one came from, so they say there was another
before that, and another and another. This is called the “Multiverse” theory,
and it is the main explanation today for the existence of our universe. It is
completely speculation without a shred of science behind it. The explanation
of an Eternal, Almighty God creating fits much better with what we know
from science.

The formation of stars
Did you know there are over 100 theories about how stars were formed? That
tells us that none of them are conclusive! The most accepted answer in the
“scientific” world is the “gas nebulae” theory that the hot gasses from the
Big Bang were pulled together by gravity, building up such heat that they
began the process of nuclear fusion - as in our sun. However, high school
science students learn that when gasses are heated they do not contract,
they expand. Gasses would never compress themselves and form stars.
The evolutionary explanation of the formation of stars is contradicted by
very simple science. Speaking of stars, evolutionists say that our sun and
planets formed about 4.6 billion years ago (by condensing/compressing gas).
However, every space exploration of our solar system has come back with
“surprising” results, because they indicate the planets and moons cannot be
4.5 billion years old. For instance, 2017 exploration of Pluto shows it has a
magnetic field, is geologically active and has a significant atmosphere – all of
which are impossible if it is that old and that far from the sun.
Also, a story on NPR 9-7-20, Mike Brown, Cal Tech Astronomer, says of
Ganymede, Jupiter’s largest moon, “Huge magnetic field. It is bizarre! No
other moons have magnetic fields that are measureable. We have no idea
why it would have any magnetic field at all.” Why is that bizarre? Only
because they believe Ganymede is 4.5 billion years old. If it were that old, it
would be impossible for it to still have a magnetic field. Are there other
options? What if it were only about 6000 years old? The magnetic field would
be completely understandable. The measurable scientific evidence fits with
the Bible, but it is rejected because it does not fit with belief in the old
age universe.

SECOND, The existence of life. Charles Darwin in his 1859 book

titled “The Origin of Species” speculated that “simple life” began in a warm
pond with the right chemicals. But he knew nothing of biochemistry or
cellular biology. Today, scientists know there is no such thing as “simple life.”
Even the simplest one-celled creatures are extremely complex and could
never form by chance.
We know now that life could never have formed in water. A process known
as hydrolysis would break apart the chains of amino acids that have to link
together to form proteins. And even if they could have formed in water,
they have to link up in exactly the right order. The probability of just 150
amino acids coming together in the correct order to form one small protein is
statistically impossible even in the supposed 14 billion years of the universe.
That is why Francis Crick, who received the Nobel Prize for being the first to
understand the double helix structure of DNA said, “An honest man, armed
with all the knowledge available to us now, could only state that in some
sense, the origin of life appears at the moment to be almost a miracle, so
many are the conditions which would have had to have been satisfied to
get it going.”

And since then, we have learned that DNA is much more complex than he
realized. So, when Crick saw it was impossible for life to come into existence
by chance, did he believe God did it? No. He said it must have come from
outer space! He was a scientist, but that was not a scientific statement. That
was 100% a faith statement. He wanted to believe it, not because of any
scientific evidence. Today, many other scientists, including Richard Dawkins,
the leading “anti-theist” scientist, believe the same thing. Evolutionists
totally reject the concept of “Intelligent Design” because it points to the
existence of a Creator/God, yet Crick also said, “Biologists must constantly
keep in mind that what they see was not designed, but rather evolved.”
And Dawkins said, “Biology is the study of complicated things that give the
appearance of having been designed for a purpose.” All the evidence points
to design in life, but they reject it because it does not fit with their belief
system. Scientists have no idea of how life began. They do know the most
important ingredient for the formation of life is not chemicals, it is
information – genetic information. And information is not contained in
chemicals any more than information is contained in ink. Spilling ink on paper
does not create information. No one believes that letters, words, meaning,
books, or computer languages/programs could form by chance. DNA is a
complex language. If learning a language takes intelligence, certainly
designing a language does too. The only reason a person would deny
Intelligent Design in DNA is because they did not want to acknowledge it,
not because the evidence points against it.

THIRD, Genetics. Evolutionists believe that from original simple life,

random changes allowed some organisms to survive better, and that life
forms have gradually become more complex as we see all around us today.
However, in what is known as the “Cambrian Explosion,” the fossil record
shows that about 500 million years ago (in secular reasoning) all major life
forms showed up in a very short period of time, and from the very beginning
they were extremely complex. This is the opposite of what evolution
predicted, but if it fits perfectly with the Bible account of Creation. Further,
Darwin thought that as organisms responded to changes in their
environment, favorable changes would be preserved in succeeding
generations (what he called “natural selection”). For instance, he thought a
giraffe that stretched its neck to reach higher leaves would pass on genes for
longer necks to its offspring. But he knew nothing of genetics or what has to
happen in an organism for it to acquire and pass on new traits. We now know
that the only thing that produces changes in future generations is mutations
in the DNA, and mutations are random mistakes. Just like random mistakes in
a computer code do not improve the program, mistakes in DNA make things
worse, not better. (Medical science is trying to find cures to over 2600
diseases that are caused by mutations.) We have known for years that
mutations cause problems, but in the last 20 years we understand why that is.
DNA is an amazing molecule of about 3 billion “letters” containing the
instructions for every process in our bodies. Even a small mistake can cause
serious disease or death. IF by chance there was a “favorable mistake/
mutation” to make some new trait that would theoretically improve an
organism, that new instruction would still not be communicated because

DNA is read at least six different ways - forward and backward, with
overlapping codes, etc.
If there was a new good message on one level, it would destroy four or five
other necessary messages in the process. What we have learned in recent
years makes it clear why mutations do not improve any organism. They only
destroy information and create impaired organisms. Scientists acknowledge
that the leading causes of mutations are radiation and pollution, but no
scientist believes that if we had more radiation and pollution, it would
produce better humans (or anything else).
Not only that, but we also know that the number of mutations being passed
on to the next generations is increasing in all organisms. All organisms are
devolving, not evolving. Even secular geneticists say “the cave man had
better genes than we do.” We have better education and medical care, but
not better genetics. And that fits with what the Bible says, that the original
creation was very good. Everything was perfect. Adam and Eve had perfect
bodies and perfect brains.

FOURTH, The age of the earth. Scientists say our sun and solar

system is 4.6 billion years old. The Bible says it is only about 6000 years old.
That is a big difference! So, many Christians think perhaps the Bible should
not be taken literally on that point, and they wonder if God somehow used
evolution and the long ages as His method of creating. That is called Theistic
Evolution. But there are at least three problems with that viewpoint.
1) The God of the Bible is purposeful. The idea of a God of purpose
using “blind chance” to accomplish His “purpose” is inconsistent with
everything else we know of God. Purpose and chance are opposites.
2) The attempt to add billions of years to Gen 1 requires a different
understanding of the word “day.” That word is used over 2000 times in
the OT, and sometimes it does refer to an indefinite period of time - like
“The Day of the Lord,” but every time it is used with a number (and it is
used that way 431 times) or is used with the expression “morning or
Evening,” it always means a 24 hour day. In Gen 1 it says, “the evening
and the morning was the third day…,” etc. The writer of Genesis could
not have been more clear that he intended it to mean literal days. And
when God wrote the 10 Commandments on stone, He said He created
everything in six days and then took a day of rest, using that as the basis
for humans to observe the Sabbath. (Ex 20:11) It is linguistically dishonest
to say the days are not normal days.
3) If there were millions of years of evolution before Adam and Eve sinned,
there would have been death before sin, but Romans 5:12 says death was
the result of sin. Our understanding of the gospel is because death
is the result/wages of sin.
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FIFTH, Geology. Most people assume that geologists can “date” the

age of rocks, but that is not true. Scientists can determine the percentage of
different elements in a rock, but everything else is interpretation. Before
modern methods of radiometric dating, long ages were “assigned” to the
rocks to allow for evolution to happen. Those dates were based on the idea
of “uniformitarianism” - that geologic processes happen slowly, the way we
observe them today. But, as one geologist said, “We know a thousand times
more about geology today than in Darwin’s day.”
There are MANY evidences that the standard “old earth” story is incorrect.
For instance, “polystrates” are where a fossilized tree is standing upright
and surrounded by sedimentary layers of rock. Such trees are normally
“dated” (by Carbon 14) in the thousands of years (often around 40K) and
the surrounding rocks are “dated” by other radiometric decay methods
(K -Ar) in the hundreds of thousands or even millions of years. But they
cannot both be correct. The tree and the rocks have to be the same age if
the sediments surrounded the tree. It did not stand there dead for hundreds
of thousands or millions of years while sediment built up around it.
Polystrates prove that the “old earth” dating methods are wrong.
Bent rocks - at the bottom of the Grand Canyon are layers of rock that
according to evolutionists were deposited over a period of 420 million years,
and yet they are “bent” upward at almost a 90 degree angle. So what? Rocks
that are millions of years old cannot be bent. They will break instead. Which
means that those layers of rock were all still soft when they were bent, which
means they were not laid down over millions of years, they were laid down
and bent all at the approximate same time by some cataclysmic forces.
There was enough water to deposit all those layers quickly, and enough
upheaval to bend them. All of that points much more to something like
the Flood at the time of Noah than to an “old age earth.”
Mt St. Helens - Ten years after Mt St. Helens erupted in 1980, Creation
scientists sent in samples of the rock from the volcano to be tested for their
“age.” The results came back with ranges from 350,000 years to 2.8 million
years - and yet they were only 10 years old! This has been repeated with
rocks from Hawaii and New Zealand which were known to have formed in
volcanoes in the last 200 years, and they also were “dated” to 3.3 billion
years. The standard accepted methods of dating rocks are wrong! If the rocks
of known ages are wrong by such giant errors, how can we trust the others
that we don’t know for sure? Many other illustrations can be given.

SIXTH, Fossils. First, fossils are not formed the way every museum and
textbook says. They say animals died and sank to the ocean floor and were
buried and became fossils. But they don’t. Virtually all animals that die on
land or in water are consumed by scavengers or decay within weeks or
months, leaving no fossils. Fossils only form when the animal is buried
rapidly. And that always requires fast moving water carrying lots of silt/
sediment. Every fossil speaks of some kind of flood/catastrophe!

SEVENTH, The Flood of Noah. (Gen 6-8) was not just 40 days of rain.

Gen 7:11 says first that “all the fountains of the great deep burst forth.”
There were incredible earthquakes and volcanoes all over the earth. The land
was broken into continents and the mountains pushed up. Can you imagine
what kind of catastrophic force that took? The 2011 Tsunami in Japan killed
almost 16,000 people and did tremendous destruction, but that was tiny
compared to the Genesis Flood which produced thousands and thousands of
tsunamis greater than anything we can imagine. 70% of the earth’s surface is
composed of sedimentary rocks – all laid down by violent flooding - and
there are fossils on the tops of the highest mountains.
In Montana there are over 30,000 dinosaurs all buried together - which
means they all were buried at the same time. That took a great catastrophe!
And in the same area are fossils of sharks and other sea creatures, and fresh
water creatures. Land creatures and ocean creatures all got buried together!
That was huge!!! That does not fit with any evolutionary explanation, but
it fits with the Bible.
Also, in about the last 20 years many dinosaurs have been found with red
blood cells, soft tissue, unfossilized skin and even DNA in them! Why is that
important? Because evolution says all the dinosaurs became extinct 65
million years ago when an asteroid hit the earth (even though it did not kill
off many other species that would have been as vulnerable as dinos.)
And no one believed blood and skin cells could last 65 million years without
decaying! In Alaska a Hadrosaur skull was found in 1961, but it was put aside
for over 60 years and called a bison skull. Why? Because it was not fossilized!
It was still a bone, and everyone knows bone cannot last 65 million years
without decaying or being fossilized! A famous scientist who has excavated
many dinos at the Hell Creek formation in Wyoming said “They all smell like
cadavers!” Does anyone think the smell of a dino could last 65 million years?
The evidence is clear that those animals died and were buried recently perhaps a few thousand years ago, but certainly not millions! But evolution
“needs” long ages to allow for creatures to slowly change into new forms,
so evolutionists cling to “long ages” in spite of the evidence.
Did you know Dinosaurs were created on Day 6, the same day as humans?
And they are described in the Bible? (Job 40:15-41:10). They are called
Behemoth and Leviathan (because the word dinosaur was not made up till
200 years ago). They were on earth at the same time as human beings.

For forty days the floodwaters grew deeper, covering
the ground and lifting the boat high above the earth.
18
As the waters rose higher and higher above the
ground, the boat floated safely on the surface. 19 Finally,
the water covered even the highest mountains on the
earth, 20 rising more than twenty-two feet above the
highest peaks.
17

Genesis 7:17-20 NLT

There is a Chinese wine vessel from the 3rd century BC that has four
sauropod dinos holding on to the sides, and a perfect Stegosaur carved in
stone 800 years ago on a temple in Cambodia. On Mesopotamian cylinder
seals and on Bishop Bell’s tomb in England (1496) there are Sauropod dinos
with necks intertwined. These are unmistakable and all before modern
discovery of dino bones. People saw them! Humans and dinos lived together!
When an octopus dies, if not gobbled by scavengers, its soft body rapidly
decays to be “little more than a slimy blob.” One paleontologist remarked
that finding a fossil octopus “is about as unlikely as finding a fossil sneeze.”
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But in recent years paleontologists have found octopus fossils, “dated” to
95 million years, with “an astonishing degree of preservation,” displaying
fossilized arms, muscles, suckers, internal gills, even ink, and showing
“a surprising similarity to modern-day octopuses.” And an artist has even
painted a picture of the octopus using the “95,000,000 year old” ink.
Darwin said the greatest objection to his theory was that the fossil record
did not contain the great numbers of “transitional forms” that evolution
should show, and there should be millions of them. For instance, evolutionists
believe that bats evolved from mice - that over millions of years, some mice
grew longer toes, and then skin flaps grew, and knees turned backwards,
bones became hollow, and echo-location developed, all by chance, and that
they somehow survived when trying to run with long toes, flappy skin, etc.
We have over 1000 fossil bats, and all of them are just like modern bats, but
none with long toes, etc.
Darwin hoped that in the future those “missing links “ would be found, Since
then hundreds of millions of fossils have been found, but not with the
transitional forms Darwin predicted. Harvard professor Stephen Jay Gould,
wrote “the extreme rarity of transitional forms in the fossil record persists as
the trade secret of paleontology.” The fossil record does not support
evolution, but it does support the Bible.
It is commonly said that humans and chimpanzees share 98% similar DNA.
(We also share 50% DNA with bananas) A PBS special said that is “only a few
spelling letters difference.” That actual percentage of similarity is closer to
85% but even if it were 98%, that 2% (of 3 billion letters) would be
60,000,000 letters/nucleotides that would have to have mutated (without any
destructive consequences) since Chimps and humans supposedly diverged
from a common ancestor 6-10 million years ago. That sounds like a long
time, but J.B.S. Haldane, the evolutionary geneticist who is one of the
founders of population genetics, said only 1667 mutations could have
become fixed in a population in all those years. And that is a long way from
60 million! Genetically, it is not possible that humans and chimps could have
shared a history 10 million years ago. But you wont see that
in textbooks.
There are many other illustrations that could be given, but the main point is
that chance is no match for intelligence. By trying to explain everything
without a Creator, the evolutionist has painted himself into a corner. It takes
much more faith to believe that all life just happened by chance than that a
brilliant and competent Creator designed and made everything. And if God
really did make everything, then there are answers to life’s biggest questions
of Where did I come from? Why am I here? What is the meaning of life? And
what will happen to me after I die? Our Creator also came to be our Savior,
and will come again as our Judge. Humans will stand before that Creator, the
Lord Jesus Christ, and give an answer to Him for all we have done.

The scientific evidence clearly points to an Intelligent Creator, and I hope that
helps you have confidence in God and His Word. But scientific evidence is
not enough to give us a right relationship with the Creator. We all have
sinned against our Creator and stand condemned for all eternity – even the
best of us! But He loved us so much that He took initiative to bring us into a
relationship with Himself, by becoming a human, living a perfect life, dying as
our innocent substitute to pay for our sins. He was raised from the dead to
validate His claims, and is still living to provide salvation for all who call on
Him for forgiveness and for righteousness that we don’t have. I hope you will
continue to study the evidences from science, but even more I hope that you
respond to His love with faith and allegiance to Him above everything else.

God’s Word
Col. 1:15 The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all
creation. 16 For in him all things were created: … all things have been created
through him and for him. .… 18 And he is the head of the body, the church;
he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in
everything he might have the supremacy. 19 For God was pleased to have all
his fullness dwell in him, 20 and through him to reconcile to himself all things,
whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his
blood, shed on the cross.
John 5:22 For the Father judges no one, but has given all judgment to the
Son, 23 that all may honor the Son, just as they honor the Father. Whoever
does not honor the Son does not honor the Father who sent him. 24 Truly,
truly, I say to you, whoever hears my word and believes him who sent me
has eternal life. He does not come into judgment, but has passed from
death to life.
Acts 17:30 “God overlooked people’s ignorance about these things in
earlier times, but now he commands everyone everywhere to repent of their
sins and turn to him. 31 For he has set a day for judging the world with justice
by the man he has appointed, and he proved to everyone who this is by
raising him from the dead.”

Going Further - Resources
Recommended books available at the CFC@Home Center:
God’s Design for Beginners – Human body
God’s Design for Beginners – Plants
God’s Design for Beginners – Animals
God’s Design Curriculum – Life
God’s Design Curriculum – Heaven and Earth
Elementary Apologetics Curriculum

Recommended Websites:
Creation.com
Over 12,000 articles. Search for anything!
Sign up for their daily email – infobytes.us@creation.com Fantastic resource!
Also from Creation.com
“The Creation Answers Book” – 60 of the most asked questions. They also
have an edition for kids.
“Evidence for Creation” by Tom DeRosa. Short, not technical.
“Exploring Geology” with Mr Hibb. A “children’s book” that is excellent for
everyone because it is so clear. Since geology is so crucial to understanding
the age of the earth, this is really valuable. Unless you were a geology major,
I guarantee you will learn lots!
AnswersinGenesis.com
Another valuable site much like the one at Creation.com. They also operate
the Creation Museum and Ark Encounter.
Discover.org/id
Intelligent Design website. Some are not Christian, and believe in old earth,
but great science.

